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About Creditinfo Group 

• Established in 1997 and has been among the 

fastest growing companies in its field.

• International growth started in 2002 in 

Mediterranean then in E-Europe, in both business 

information and consumer bureaus.

• Implemented Credit Bureaus in close to 30 
countries, in 4 continents 

Today Creditinfo is operating 

Credit Bureaus in 24 countries 

with approx. 400 employees.



Creditinfo Operations

• Benin
• Cape Verde 
• Czech Republic
• Estonia
• Georgia
• Guyana

3rd party Credit Bureau

• Afghanistan
• Indonesia
• Iran
• Iraq
• South Sudan
• Sudan

Other major systems installations

• Germany
• Palestine
• Spain
• Tanzania
• Turkey

Creditinfo Map

• Iceland
• Ireland
• Ivory Coast
• Jamaica
• Kazakhstan
• Kenya

• Latvia
• Lithuania
• Mali
• Malta
• Morocco
• Niger

• Romania
• Senegal
• Slovakia
• Tanzania
• Togo 
• Ukraine



Validated and Supported 

• Creditinfo has been shortlisted and awarded in several tenders supported by 
World Bank, IFC, Millenium Challenge Corporation and other international 
organizations.

• Creditinfo have long-term relationship and are validated and supported by 
internationally, recognized authorized and organizations worldwide:

- World Bank

- International Financial Corporation (IFC)

- Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC)

- Finance in Motion and other MFI Donors

- Central Banks and Banking Associations

- Governments 

- Institutes of Financial Literacy

- Institutes of Credit Management 

- Micro Finance Institutes  



Cape Verde Private Credit Bureau Project - The Beginning

The Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC), together with Chamber of Comerce of Barlavento and Sotavento, 

was in charge of a tender process for the establishment of a Credit Bureau in Cape Verde. It was a part of an 

agreement between MCC and the government of Cape Verde subjected to help and facilitate poverty reduction 

through economic growth in Cape Verde (the program was comprised of three projects: Watershed 
management and agriculture support; Infrastructure development; Private sector development).

The RFP (request for proposal) was published in March 2010 and six companies offered to participate, Creditinfo, 

CRIF, Experian, Dunn & Bradstreet, Compuscan and Datacredito. All companies submitted proposal but 

Compuscan and Datacredito were disqualified. Creditinfo and DnB were shorlisted and in the end, Creditinfo 

was selected (October 2010). The objective of the RFP was to establishing a full-file private credit reporting system 

in CV by involving the international private sector with the objective of establishing a private Credit Bureau.

As stipulated in the RFP, the Central Bank was part of the working group which was established to promote and 

guide the developement and sponsors the establishment of private credit reporting. Five commercial banks were 

also part of this working group and it was stipulated in the RFP that they were willing to participate in the project in 

both roles of users/data providers and shareholders. The Microfinance Institution were also part of the working 

group.

Creditinfo and the Chamber of Commerce sigend a Letter of Intent in December 2010, where parties decided to 

establish a legal entity which would become the private credit bureau in Cape Verde. 



Do we need a Credit Bureau in Cape Verde?

• The market wanted a Credit Bureau 5-6 years ago

• The market effectively got an International Credit Bureau provider 

commitment 5 years ago when the tender results where introduced

• Today, sadly the Credit Bureau still has no data. 

• No Credit Reports have been pulled by banks and no benefit for 

consumers visible

• Neither the lenders nor the economy have experienced the benefits of 

Credit Bureaus

• Creditinfo experience so far…



Where we are today - Negatives

• Key stakeholders have not been willing to commit to participate despite being a 

part of the initial working group to establish the framework for Credit Bureau to 

operate. Creditinfo also participated in the initial tender because the lenders 

seemed to be committed. Despite the MCC support and funding.

• The legal opinion “Raposo and Bernardo” and legal report from IFC, both clearly 

stated there is no need for a specific new legal framework in order for data to flow 

between a Credit Bureau and Financial Institutions. This all looked good on paper 

but on the ground, this was not the general opinion of the main institutions

• Therefore the project has had significant delays. No banks or Institutions have 

committed to participate. They remain interested, but not willing to sign 

agreements

• Creditinfo in partnership with the Chamber of Commerce, has completed the 

establishment of the Credit Bureau. The company is operational, the systems are in 

place



Why are banks resisting in Cape Verde? 

• Banks are obviously reluctant to share information 
about their customers. There is one giant…? Usually 

there are high interest rates in countries without Credit 

Bureaus. Of course, by nature, Banks will not want any 

changes there!

• There is great benefit for lenders in countries where 

Credit Bureaus are available. Best example from a 

country that started a Credit Bureau initiative in 2012 is 

Jamaica. Banks will feel the benefits early if they are 
committed. 

• Sadly, Consumers will not feel the benefits unless the 

banks use this mechanism first! 

• Access to Credit in Countries with Private Credit 

Bureaus is much higher than in countries that do not 

have such companies (IFC)

credit report wasn't pulled credit report was  pulled

Default ratio



There must be a solution

• Legislation and framework could be the key. Institutions are not pushed to participate 

despite a fantastic value proposition. Creditinfo cannot wait much longer to keep 
trying to convince Institutions about the benefits of Credit Bureaus since current normal 

efforts have not worked. Something else is therefore needed, the reason is clearly not 

the value proposition of the credit bureau.

• Creditinfo has more than 6000 customers worldwide. Many of them Financial Institutions. We can attest 

that those banks who use the Credit Bureaus do not stop using them!

• There is a trend nowadays in countries that are starting with their first Credit Bureau. It is 

quite simple. 

• The regulator makes it mandatory for all licensed (and majority government owned utilities, for example) 

financial institutions to send data to Credit Bureaus on monthly basis, and to use a credit report during 
credit application reviews. It seems to be the policy of all governments and institutions to push for 

responsible lending in their countries. Morocco, BCEAO west African countries, Kenya, Guyana, and more 

countries have been successful by forming the laws and regulations like this



The Economy

• Doing Business Report is issued by the World Bank

• The report measures the ease of doing business in some 190 economies

• It measures 11 areas of the life of business and one of the criteria's is “getting credit”

Regional average in Sub Saharan Africa for„getting credit“ is 118

• Cape Verde ranking: 109 (2015:105, 2014:109)

• Ghana ranking: 42 (2015:36, 2014:28)

• Rwanda ranking: 2 (2015: 4, 2014:13)

The economy as a whole could be missing out on a more attractive 

ranking in the „Doing Business report“ and...

The introduction of credit bureaus has raised the ratio of private credit to GDP by 7-
8 percentage points over a 5-year horizon*



Where we are today - Positives

• Creditinfo in partnership with the Chamber of Commerce and MCC, has 

completed the establishment of the Credit Bureau. The company is operational, the 

systems are in place

• Creditinfo Cape Verde has now authorization of the Data Protection under the Law 

N 61/VII/2014 issued on January 14, 2016. This authorization allows Creditinfo to share 

and storage personal data.

• A first step in the right direction has been taken. A new Credit Reporting law has 

been implemented! However, the new law requires fundamental changes to reach 

its full potential… 



Legal Framework Transition: Case Study - Guyana

Selected by the Bank of Guyana to hold an exclusive 

license to operate a credit bureau in the market.  

A project supported by IFC (World Bank)



Facts About The Guyanese Market 

• The Guyanese market had been waiting for a credit bureau for several years

• Credit Bureau Act passed in 2010

• Credit Bureau Licensed in 2013

• Legal Requiremet for data subject‘s consent before data upload

• Voluntary Participation by CIPs

However

• Only one regulated „CIP“ (credit information provider) started to uploaded 
data in 2014

• Two more regluated CIPs started to upload data in 2015

• Less than 100.000 credit records uploaded to the credit bureau by end 2015

• Both lenders and the economy were yet to experience the benefits of the 
bureau operation... 



Challenges in Guyana are similar to what we have 
seen in Cape Verde

• Lack of incentive to participate
All the major lenders operate an unofficial data sharing circle. It was time consuming, costly 
and very un-efficient. This is normal, one of the main reasons why a strong committment is 

needed from the regulator to take the step into this direction

• Lack of pressure 
There are no legal consequences if Credit Bureau data is not shared or used. Responsible 

lending should be the policy not just by the Institutions themselves

• Lack of Commitment
Cooperation with a Credit Bureau was not a priority
Public Institutions/Companies not eager to participate in this project

• Lack of Data
A CIP who pulls a credit report does not know if data has been shared about the data 
subject

Lack of data is also explained by the fact that consent was missing as Institutions were not 

committed to participate. Did not even change the terms and conditions, etc.



Guyana Situation Analysis

• Unacceptable progress during the first two years

• Data uploads reflected a small portion of issued loans 

• Lenders in Guyana are losing due to higher credit risk and less 
lending

• Borrowers do not benefit from their good credit history and 
continue to pay for the „bad borrowers“

• The economy as a whole does not get an acceptable ranking in 
the „Doing Business report“

• Access to credit is still a major hurdle for big part of the population



Guyana Legislative Amendments, January 25th 2016

• Key Objectives:

• To Enable a Credit Bureau to operate in the market. The Credit Bureau had 
done everything that was required

• To ensure that lenders, borrowers and the economy as a whole would benefit 
from an efficient Credit Reporting Industry

Key here is that the government, the MOF in particular, understood the past 
efforts were not enough to get the framework running at full force



The Guyana Legislative Amendments:

• (i) regulated credit information providers are mandated to upload 
credit information to a licenced credit bureau and to pull a credit 
report before granting credit

• (ii) utility companies are mandated to upload credit information to 
a licensed credit bureau provided that the government is the 
majority owner 

• (iii) credit information providers are required to have consent from 
data subjects prior to submitting a request to a credit bureau with 
the view of obtaining credit information  

• (iv) credit information providers are authorized to upload credit 
information to a licensed credit bureau without consent having to 
be given by the data subject



• Banks remain well capitalized, but heightened vigilance is warranted 
due to increases in nonperforming loans.

“Recent changes to credit reporting legislation are welcome and the 
authorities are encouraged to continue to strengthen financial sector 

supervision.” 

• A Financial Sector Assessment Program mission will visit Guyana in 
May to provide a more granular analysis of financial sector 
challenges and assist the authorities with strengthening the 
prudential toolkit. Creditinfo Guyana is scheduled to meet with the 
IMF Team on May 13.

IMF Comment
Guyana: Staff Statement Discussions for the 2016 Article IV Consultation
March 7, 2016



Conclusion

• The progress has not been acceptable 

• Lenders not committed

• Creditinfo Cape Verde total income is 0

• Creditinfo Cape Verde total investment to date is USD 500,000

• Lenders in Cape Verde could be loosing money due to higher credit risk

• The economy as a whole could be missing out on a more attractive ranking 
in the „Doing Business report“ and...

The introduction of credit bureaus has raised the ratio of private credit to GDP by 7-8 
percentage points over a 5-year horizon*

• Creditinfo is still committed, and hopes to get firm support by the 
governement to get the project back on track.



Creditinfo

Cape Verde

Contact: CEO – Dirce Varela

Email- dircev@Creditinfo.com

Cell-985-0050 - 2638800

mailto:dircev@Creditinfo.com
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